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Abstract

Game and Online Video Streaming are the most viewed web pages. Users who spend too much time on these types of web pages may suffer from internet addiction. Access to Game and Online Video Streaming web pages should be restricted to combat internet addiction. A tool is required to recognize the category of web pages based on the text content of the web pages. Due to the unavailability of a matrix representation that can handle long web page text content, this study employs a document representation known as word cloud image to visualize the words extracted from the text content web page after data pre-processing. The most popular words are shown in large size and appear in the center of the word cloud image. The most common words are the words that appear frequently in the text content web page and are related to describing what the web page content is about. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) recognizes the pattern of words presented in the core portions of the word cloud image to categorize the category to which the web page belongs. The proposed model for web page classification has been compared with the other web page classification models. It shows the good result that achieved an accuracy of 85.6%. It can be used as a tool that helps to make identifying the category of web pages more accurate.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, access to the internet has become a basic necessity. Almost everyone is now connected to the internet. The number of internet users is expanding at a 5.7% annual rate, with more than 700,000 new users joining every day [1]. The majority of internet users, around 4.32 billion, accessed the internet through mobile devices, however desktops were also utilized to go online [1, 2]. With the increased utilization of mobile devices and computers, people use the internet more frequently for the purpose to interact with family and friends, search information, for entertainment and many more.

In the internet, there is an information space used to share information called as the World Wide Web (WWW) or simply the Web, where it contains billions of actives web pages. The internet has made the people easily obtain information by surfing the web pages. This situation has made the number of web pages serving people has grown at an alarming rate and continues to expand. With so much information available in the internet, it arises an issue on how to organize and manage the information effectively. For example, how do people know they have accessed the correct webpage that contain the information that they searched. In order to solve the issue, the concept of web page classification is established in order to organise and categorise web pages based on information content [3]. So that it is convenient for the people to obtain desired information accurately and quickly.
The Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, popularly known as MCMC, has undertaken an internet user survey in Malaysia. The purpose of this survey is to monitor internet activities and understand the trends and tendencies among users in Malaysia. Based from the survey result, majority of internet users go online for entertainment purposes which are watch or download videos online and also play online games. The increase of internet access towards these online activities especially surfing the web page of game and also online video could lead to a serious problem which is internet addiction. The internet addiction is defined as excessive internet use that interferes with daily life.

As a way to detect a category of web pages, a web page classification model can be implemented to categorize Game and Online Video Streaming web pages. The web pages are classified based on its web page text content. In the existing work, the matrix representation has been used to convert the text into number to fed it to the web page classifier [5]. When there is a huge set of words in the document, the length of the feature vector will also grow in size which can be resource-intensive and expensive on the performance side [6, 7]. This study would like to explore the other document representation technique to represent the textual content of web page feature and how to represent text feature into image format as it can be directly fed to deep learning algorithm, named Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for the development of proposed web page classification model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss the literature review of this study. Dataset website browsing records used in this study is explained in Section 3. Section 4 explains the process to develop a model of classifying web pages using CNN. Then, in Section 5, the comparison of the proposed classification model for web page with the other state-of-the-arts is discussed. Lastly, Section 6 concludes this study.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1. Definition of Web page and Website

The Web keeps growing all the time. The January 2021 Web Server Survey by Netcraft found that there are more than one billion websites on the Web. However, more than 85% of all websites are inactive. This means that just about 10-15% of all websites on the Web are live and operational. According to the World Wide Web Size Project, at least 4.45 billion web pages are indexed in Google. Because the web page is distinct from the website, the overall number of web pages exceeds the total number of websites [8]. Web pages are website components that include the login page, about page, and contact page. The web page is linked to a specific URL under the respective domain. While the websites typically consist of one or more web pages connected together by hyperlinks to allow users to browse from one web page to another [9]. The website is identified by domain name. For example are wikipedia.org, google.com and amazon.com [10]. The webpage and website are viewed in a web browser, such as Chrome, Firefox and others [11]. The web browser can also display other documents such as a PDF document, but only a HTML document is termed as web page [9]. HTML is an abbreviation for Hyper Text Markup Language. It is the most often used markup language for constructing web pages. This study is going to focus on two categories of web pages which are Online Video Streaming and Game.

2.1.1. Online Video Streaming Website

Online Video Streaming website is an online platform that let the internet users to watch video clips, TV shows and movies streamed from the internet. The Online Video Streaming web page can save users time and less hassle. The internet users can watch whatever video that they want without having to download and store large video files, which would occupy a lot of storage space on user device. It can be seen based on the statistics that last year, one million additional streaming subscribers were added to 14 million users, accounting for approximately 78% of Malaysia's viewing population aged 15 and above [12]. Some of the most popular Online Video Streaming websites are YouTube, Viu, iFlix and many more.

2.1.2. Game Website

Game website, often known as a web browser game, is a computer game that is accessed via the internet using a web browser [13]. It is usually free-to-play. The game website has the advantage of not requiring a high-powered gaming PC to install the game because the web browser automatically gets the necessary content from the game's website. These games cover all genres and can be played by one or more players [14, 15]. There are thousands of the game website available, including new games and classic games re-made as the web browser game. Pac-Man is an example of a classic game and now available as the web browser game. Runescape is an example of popular MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game) web browser game [13]. It is a video game in which thousands of people compete in an online environment [16].

2.2. Internet Addiction

Some internet users have sufficient self-control, allowing them to use the internet appropriately and to deal with various concerns linked to their studies, work, or general life requirements. On the contrary, others have a negative usage of the internet when they get accustomed surfing irrelevant websites such as gaming, online video
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whereas machine learning requires these features to be provided manually [6]. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of deep learning and machine learning performance. From the figure, it can that deep learning shows a good performance compared to machine learning when deal with huge amount of data [28]. Thus, this study would focus about the deep learning.

Fig. 1. Comparison Performance Of Deep Learning And Machine Learning Based On Amount Of Data

2.4. Word Cloud Images

There is an example that shows how a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been used to classify handwritten digits. By providing label datasets of digits from one to 10, it used to train the CNN. Then, the CNN essentially extracts useful features from the given input automatically. The CNN is going to learn the pattern of digit in order to classify the new input given.

This study tries to implement this concept to the web page classification. There is other technique to represent text into image format.

Word cloud images are also called text clouds or tag clouds. In word cloud images, it displays a set of words retrieved from the document by displaying the words in the form of graphical representation. Words that are used often in a document will be shown as larger and bolder in the word cloud images. The frequent word depicts its important in the document to convey information. By looking at the big and bold words in the word cloud images, it makes easy to identify what is topic that belong to the document.

Fig. 2 shows an example of word cloud image [29]. Based on the figure, words like “movie” and “film” are more stand out by appear in big size and bold since those words are more frequently used in the document. By looking at the word cloud image, the document relates to movie topic.

The word cloud image can be a powerful tool if it uses in the right setting. For example, when collect user feedback, there is a pile of information that need to be read. The user feedback needs to analyse to see what the user like most and what they are least. By applying the word cloud image, it can help identify key points from the user feedback [30].

The advantage of the word cloud image are: [31]

• It helps make it easier to see trends and patterns that might be hard to see if they are arranged in a table.
• It is easier to understand when information is presented in a way that looks interesting and uses pictures instead of just words. When the words are bigger in size, it means that the headlines are reported by more people or widely known.
• The word cloud image is more likely to be shared because it shows a visual representation of the information

3. DATASET WEBSITE BROWSING RECORDS

Due to there is no universally acknowledged datasets, this study utilizes self-gathered datasets to develop the proposed model for classifying web pages. In this study, the dataset used a real-world case which is the website browsing record of students in Universiti Malaysia Pahang Al-Sultan Abdullah (UMPSA). It is a good representation of realistic user behaviour when surfing the Internet [32]. The website browsing record of students in UMPSA is provided by the Information & Communication Technology Centre (PTMK) which is an organization in UMPSA that monitors internet use among UMPSA users by keeping records of URL web pages that are accessed.

The record of website browsing contains the records of URL web pages that are accessed by the students that collected in a week from 2019-03-17 (Sunday) until 2019-03-23 (Saturday). There are 40 Microsoft Excel files provided by the PTMK. Each Microsoft Excel file contains a record of website browsing for each UMPSA student. That means there are records of website browsing for 40 students. Each Microsoft Excel file of website browsing
contains more than thousands of URL web pages. This shows that each student accessed almost more than thousands of URL web pages in a week.

The description of types of information contained in the Microsoft Excel file of website browsing is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description of Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Rank</td>
<td>Id number of record. The latest record of website browsing has small id number while the older record of website browsing has big id number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Username</td>
<td>Username of student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Group name</td>
<td>Group of users which is student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Source IP</td>
<td>Source IP of student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Endpoint device</td>
<td>Device used by the student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Location</td>
<td>Location of student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Dst IP</td>
<td>Destination IP of web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. URL category</td>
<td>Category of URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Title</td>
<td>Title of web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Domain</td>
<td>Domain of URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. URL</td>
<td>URL of web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Action</td>
<td>Log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Time</td>
<td>Date and time of URL being accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Details</td>
<td>Details information about domain such as DNS, endpoint details, src port, port, protocol and mac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Classification Model for Web Pages

After collect the dataset website browsing records, it needs to go through several activities to develop the CNN classification model for web pages which are data pre-processing, obtaining the required features, building the web page classification model and evaluating the web page classification model. The description of each activity is as follows.

4.1. Data Pre-processing

In general, raw dataset URL web pages are not arranged well for analysis because they might be not complete, not consistent, and difficult to comprehend. The most difficult step is to find and extract the relevant data from the dataset [33]. Thus, data pre-processing is a crucial step in cleaning, correcting, and preparing input data for mining [34]. The data pre-processing involves several steps to prepare data for analysis. These steps include cleaning the data, data normalization, transformation, feature extraction, and selection [33].

In this study, the data pre-processing consists of two activities which are data cleaning and web content pre-processing.

4.1.1. Data Cleaning

The initial stage of data pre-processing is to clean the data. The purpose of data cleaning is to remove redundant, useless, error, incomplete and inconsistent data [34]. The data cleaning is also performed to fetch cleaned data of active web pages [35].

In this study, the data cleaning is performed to remove duplicate URL, fetch active URL, keep the URL that contains HTML tags in the web page source code and include the web pages that has English content. The data cleaning steps is shown in Fig. 3.

The steps of data cleaning are described below.

- Remove records that contain null URLs from the excel file of website browsing. The total number of URL for raw dataset is 541,702. After remove the records with null URL, the total number of URL is 538,983.
- Keep the unique URL by removing the duplication of the URL. The result on total number of unique URL records is 29,444.
- Check whether the URL is active or inactive. The inactive URL means the link has been broken and the web page cannot be accessed anymore. Thus, the inactive URL records are removed, and only active URL records are kept. From the unique URL which is 29,444 records, the inactive URL has 14,716 records while the active URL has 14,728 records.

Usually, web page is developed by using HTML tags. Besides the HTML tags, there is also XML tags. The most salient difference between HTML and XML tags is that the HTML tags used for the presentation of data while the XML tags used for transfer of data.
Most web pages use HTML tags instead of XML tags to create their web pages [36]. Thus, this study keeps the URL that contains HTML tags in the web page source code. The data cleaning steps are as follows.

- Check each URL web page source code. Remove URLs that do not contain HTML tags in the web page source code including remove XML web page and empty web page.
- Download the HTML source code of each URL's web page.
- Check the web page's HTML source code whether it contains sentences related to the error page such as '404 not found' in the title of the web page. If it has occurred, the URL is removed.

This study only collects dataset of the URL in the category Game and Online Video Streaming. After performing the data cleaning on the website browsing record provided by the PTMK, there are 216 Game web pages and 234 Online Video Streaming web pages. In order to expand the number of datasets in this study, the web pages on Games and Online Video are also search by ourselves. The total number of URL collected are 640 Game web pages and 407 Online Video Streaming web pages. The data cleaning step is doing again to only include the web pages that has English content, and the procedure is described below.

- Identify the language of text content based on the HTML lang attribute in the web page's HTML source code to ensure that the selected web pages' content is in English. If the HTML lang attribute is not defined in the web page's HTML source code, the web page content is identified manually to make sure only web page content in English is included. There are 475 Game web pages and 277 Online Video Streaming web pages.

#### 4.1.2. Web Content Pre-processing

Now, the dataset has the downloaded files of the web page’s HTML source code. These files can be used to extract the content of the web page. It may be sufficient to analyse merely the information on the web page to determine what category a web page belongs to [37]. Thus, the textual content from the web page’s HTML source code is extracted because the textual content is an integral feature used in the classification of web pages [38, 39].

Cleaning the noise of the web page's HTML source code is called web content pre-processing. The steps of the web content pre-processing are shown in Fig. 4. Once the web content pre-processing is complete, it gets rid of unimportant information like HTML tags, JavaScript, CSS code, and technical terms used on websites. These things do not contribute much to the analysis and are commonly used on websites [5, 40]. Finally, there will be left with words derived from the web page’s HTML source code in the part title and body content which are more valuable and meaningful to represent the web page.
4.2. Obtaining The Required Features

The tokenized words on the web page produced from data pre-processing are analysed using a bag-of-words model. This technique, sometimes known as a "term-frequency counter," ignores the sequence of words in a document and only counts how many times each word shows up. It is the most used technique for document representation. Normally, the words in the web page are converted to matrix representation to fed it to the web page classifier. However, there is a problem where it is too sparse which means there are too many zero in the matrix representation. Then, the word embedding appears to dense text features for the matrix representation. But it has a constraint which is each web page text content needs to be converted into an equal-length vector representation. If the web page text content is too long, it will be truncated to ensure that each text is equal in length after vectorization.

Instead of converting the words on the web page to matrix representation, this study uses a word cloud image to visualise the bag-of-words model. The word cloud image is a graphical representation of text data. It is sometimes called a text cloud or tag cloud. In the word cloud image, it can be seen that the most frequent or popular words more stand out by appearing in the centre, a different colour is used to represent the words and the size of the words is big compared to the other words. In Fig. 5, the words 'game' and 'play' are the most frequent words used on the Game web pages. Meanwhile, the words 'movie' and 'watch' are the most frequent words in the Online Video Streaming web page as shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig 5. Sample Of Word Cloud Images For Game Web Page](image1)

![Fig 6. Sample Of Word Cloud Images For Online Video Streaming Web Page](image2)

4.3. Building The Web Page Classification Model

The word cloud images used to represent the web page will be utilised as the dataset to develop a CNN classification model for web pages. After performing the data pre-processing on the downloaded HTML source code web pages, the number of dataset word cloud images produced are 308 word cloud images to represent Game web pages and 141 word cloud images to represent Online Video Streaming web pages. The dataset will be split into two subsets. The first subset is used for training (or development). The second subset is used for validation (or performance evaluation) with the portion 80% dataset training and 20% dataset validation. In the experiment, all dataset are randomized.
Before the word cloud images are fed to the classifier, they need to be processed into a more easily processed format which are:

- The images are to be changed over into a grayscale structure. This is because coloured images have various colour channels, resulting in massive amounts of data to work with, making the process computationally intensive.
- The images are to be resized to make the small shape of the image so that there is a small number of pixels in the data to be processed.

Nowadays, CNN is among the dominant approach in the deep learning research community and it shows good performance [41]. In this study, the classification model for web pages is built using CNN. Usually, the CNN use image as an input dataset for training the model. Thus, the web page representation using the word cloud image will be fed as input to the CNN. For the development of a CNN-based classification model for web pages, it has used the MATLAB software and Deep Learning Toolbox.

This study constructs a simple architecture of the CNN as shown in Fig. 7. The proposed model starts with the image input layer. Then it continues with three convolutional layers, each of it have batch normalization layer and ReLU layer. The first and second convolutional layer has a max pooling layer with a pool size of 2. After the last convolutional layer, it follows with fully connected layer, softmax layer and classification output layer. It is noticed that the convolutional layer, batch normalization layer, ReLU layer and max-pooling layer are repeated to make the CNN capture more information about the image features. The number of layers added is relying on the image’s complexity; thus, there are no rules on the number of layers to add.

![Fig 7. Structure Layers Of The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)](image)

There are different types of CNN layers, and their role is briefly described as follows.

1) **Image input layer**
   It specifies the input image's size which is 227 x 227 pixels with the channel size is one which means there is just one colour channel, which is grayscale in the input image.

2) **Convolutional layer**
   It extracts different features from the input images. In this study, a 3x3 sized filter is being sliding across the input image. The number of filters used on the convolutional layer is 8, 16 and 32. Between the input image and the filter, a mathematical procedure called convolution is applied. The result of this mathematical procedure is called as 'feature map' that gives information on the images’ features. Later, this feature map is supplied to other layers, allowing them to learn about the input image’s other features.

3) **Batch normalization layer**
   Over a mini-batch, each input channel is normalised. Batch normalisation is a technique for speeding up CNN training and reducing network initialization sensitivity.

4) **Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer**
   It is the most commonly used activation function, and it performs a threshold procedure to each input element, setting any value less than zero to zero.

5) **Max pooling layer**
   It is a form of pooling layer that extracts the most value from the Pooling Kernel-covered region of the image.

6) **Fully connected layer**
   This layer aggregates all of the features learnt by the preceding layers throughout the image in order to discover larger patterns and classify images. The number of various classes that need to be classified
must be determined in this layer. For this study, the total amount of classes is two which are Game and Online Video Streaming.

7) Softmax layer
   In the output layer, it serves as an activation function that predicts a multi-class classification probability distribution.

8) Classification output layer
   Utilizing the probabilities supplied by the softmax activation function, this layer can assign one of the exclusive classes to each of the inputs.

Various training related parameters in CNN are defined to be used in the experiment which are Adam optimizer, 50 MaxEpochs and 32 MiniBatchSize. Once all the dataset, CNN architecture and training parameters have been defined; then the training process of the CNN is executed. Then, it will produce a network which is the proposed classification model for web pages. For the next step, the network will be used in the validation process to monitor the performance.

4.4. Evaluating The Web Page Classification Model

Fig. 8 shows the result of the confusion matrix. There are two classes which are Game and OVS stand for Online Video Streaming. The description of the result of the confusion matrix is as follows:

- 56 datasets are correctly classified as Game. This corresponds to 62.2% dataset.
- 21 datasets are correctly classified as OVS. This corresponds to 23.3% dataset.
- 7 of the OVS datasets are incorrectly classified as Game and this corresponds to 7.8% dataset.
- 6 of the Game datasets are incorrectly classified as OVS and this corresponds to 6.7% dataset.
- Out of 63 Game predictions, 88.9% are correct and 11.1% are wrong.
- Out of 27 OVS predictions, 77.8% are correct and 22.2% are wrong.
- Out of 62 Game datasets, 90.3% are correctly predicted as Game and 9.7% are predicted as OVS.
- Out of 28 OVS datasets, 75.0% are correctly classified as OVS and 25.0% are classified as Game.

Overall, 85.6% of the predictions are correct and 14.4% are wrong.

The accuracy of the web page classification model determines how well it performs. The proposed model for classifying web pages attained an accuracy of 85.6%. This model can be used to automatically decide if a new web page is about Game or Online Video Streaming.

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION MODEL FOR WEB PAGE AND EXISTING CLASSIFICATION MODEL

Table 2 shows a comparison of the proposed classification model for web page compared to the previous models. As can be seen, the accuracy of the proposed model: 0.86 is higher than the previous works [32] and [37] but lower than the previous work [6] since it combined two deep learning algorithms which are CNN and RNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Model For Web Page</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web page classification using Gated Recurrent Unit and Text Convolution [32]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web page classification using RNN [37]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web page classification using CNN and RNN [6]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed web page classification model using CNN</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the model for classifying web page in the table utilized the text features contained in the web page. The previous model for classifying web page use word embedding to represent the web page for the model training.
process. While in the proposed model for classifying web page use a different technique to represent the web page which is the word cloud image. The words contained in the web page after pre-processing are analysed using the bag-of-words. Then it is visualize using the word cloud image where the popular words are displayed in bigger size and placed in centre position of the word cloud image. The CNN is employed to analyse the word cloud image's word distribution to determine if a web page falls within the category of a Game or Online Video Streaming. By propose the different document representation technique for the text features, it shows a little bit of increase in accuracy performance of the model for classifying web page compared to the existing model. However, it does not compete with the accuracy performance of the existing model for classifying web page that use combination of deep learning algorithms.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed about how a classification model for web pages was developed using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The goal was to classify whether a web page is for playing games or for watching online videos. A word cloud image is used to visualise the tokenized words taken from the text content of a web page. The model for classifying web pages will examine the pattern of words in the word cloud image to predict the category of the web page. The experimental results show that the proposed model for classifying web pages has performed a good result that achieved an accuracy of 0.86. The performance of the proposed classification model for web pages is compared to the other web page classification model. Even if the proposed web page classification model's accuracy is not higher than that of the other web page classification model, the proposed classification model can be used as a tool that helps determine the category of web pages more accurately. For future work, there is a need for a method to select significant words from the text content of the web page that can provide more meaning on the purpose of the web page because the most popular words in the word cloud image sometimes do not offer any meaning and may affect the performance of the web page classification model. Besides that, this work can be improved by incorporating more dataset word cloud images related to Game and Online Video Streaming web pages into the experiment to develop the proposed model for classifying web pages using CNN.
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